Kwik-Track

Kwik-Track - The Space-Saving Track Star
It’s the best solution, whenever you’re up against the wall.
When space is truly at a premium, Kwik-Track is the optimum solution. It
allows putting one or two rows of laterally moving storage units in front
of stationary storage units placed against the wall. The result—users can
mobilize open file shelving or cabinets to provide greater storage and filing
efficiency.
Kwik-Track quickly and brilliantly puts storage, organization, and space
solutions on the fast track.

Kwik-Track

Kwik-Track
Increase filing density
with ease.
1. Mobilize Mayline’s® popular
storage units onto Kwik-Track.

MOBILIZED FILE HARBOR

Use Kwik-Track to optimize space using
our 4-Post Shelving, File Harbor Cabinets,
Lateral Files or Flip ‘N File Cabinets. The
rear row of cabinets is stationary, while
front-mounted cabinets are on a sliding
carriage within a track mounted to the
floor. Kwik-Track adds only 2 ¾” to the
overall system heights and the low-profile
track is ADA-compliant.

2. Create (and recreate) versatile
configurations to accommodate
both space and growing storage
needs.

Multiple letter and legal configurations
are available. When expansion is in the
future, Kwik-Track easily accommodates.
It requires minimal dismantling of current
systems.

MOBILIZED LATERAL FILES

quick

Quick Ship is available for 4-post
(36 x 12 starter and adder) along
with Kwik Track carriage and track.

responsive

Easily expand or relocate system with rail
lengths up to 15’.

specialized

Multiple storage options including open
4-Post shelving for storage or, locking security
available with File Harbor, Flip-N-File or Lateral
Files adding security and confidentiality.

space planning

Mayline offers free, expert high-density
storage design services. We recommend the
best solutions, develop drawings for floor
plans, and provide a list of all the materials
needed to create an effective storage solution.
Call 1-800-822-8037 or email spaceplanning@
mayline.com

3. Gain safety and quality
assurance.

Kwik-Track’s heavy-duty, brushed
aluminum track with its steel insert
construction supports 3,500 lbs. per
carriage. It also features an in-track,
anti-tip safety feature for greater stability
only one drawer open at a time. Counter
weight is included to meet ANSI/BIFMA
stability requirements.

MOBILIZED FLIP-N-FILE
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